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• 'Are we losing touch?' Mainstream parties' failure to represent their voters on immigration and its electoral consequences ITALIAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW-RIVISTA ITALIANA DI SCIENZA POLITICA
  Brady, D. W., Ferejohn, J. A., Paparo, A.
  2020; 50 (3): 398–421

• Warlike democracies JOURNAL OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION
  Ferejohn, J., Rosenbluth, F. M.
  2008; 52 (1): 3-38

• Judicial Independence in a Democracy: Institutionalizing Judicial Restraint Washington-University-School-of-Law-Center-for-Interdisciplinary-Studies Conference on Norms and the Law
  Ferejohn, J., Kramer, L. D.
  CAMBRIDGE UNIV PRESS.2006: 161–207

• Constitutional adjudication: Lessons from Europe TEXAS LAW REVIEW
  FEREJOHN, J., Pasquino, P.
  2004; 82 (7): 1671-1704

• The law of the exception: A typology of emergency powers ICON-INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
  FEREJOHN, J., Pasquino, P.
  2004; 2 (2): 210-239

• Commitment and constitutionalism TEXAS LAW REVIEW
  FEREJOHN, J., Sager, L.
  2003; 81 (7): 1929-1963

• Playing with house money: Patriot dollars considered CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW
  FEREJOHN, J.
  2003; 91 (3): 685-703

• Symposium on Explanations and Social Ontology 1: Rational choice theory and social explanation ECONOMICS AND PHILOSOPHY
  FEREJOHN, J.
  2002; 18 (2): 211-234

• Pettit's republic MONIST
  FEREJOHN, J.
  2001; 84 (1): 77-97
• It's not just talk  Conference on the Law and Economics of Elections  
FEREJOHN, J.  
UNIV VIRGINIA. 1999: 1725–43

• Independent judges, dependent judiciary: Explaining judicial independence  SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW  
FEREJOHN, J.  
1999; 72 (2-3): 353-384

• The politics of European federalism  Conference on the Constitutional Law and Economics of the European Union  
BEDNAR, J., FEREJOHN, J., Garrett, G.  
ELSEVIER SCIENCE INC. 1996: 279–94

• Virtual logrolling: How the court, congress, and the states multiply rights  SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW  
Eskridge, W. N., FEREJOHN, J.  
1995; 68 (6): 1545-1563

• UNIFICATION, UNIVERSALISM, AND RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY  CRITICAL REVIEW  
FEREJOHN, J., SATZ, D.  
1995; 9 (1-2): 71-84

• THE ELASTIC COMMERCE CLAUSE - A POLITICAL-THEORY OF AMERICAN FEDERALISM  VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW  
Eskridge, W. N., FEREJOHN, J.  
1994; 47 (5): 1355-1400

• RATIONAL CHOICE AND SOCIAL-THEORY  JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY  
SATZ, D., FEREJOHN, J.  
1994; 91 (2): 71-87

• MAKING THE DEAL STICK - ENFORCING THE ORIGINAL CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF LAWMAKING IN THE MODERN REGULATORY STATE  JOURNAL OF LAW ECONOMICS & ORGANIZATION  
Eskridge, W. N., FEREJOHN, J.  
1992; 8 (1): 165-189

• LIMITATION OF STATUTES - STRATEGIC STATUTORY INTERPRETATION  GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL  
FEREJOHN, J., WEINGAST, B.  
1992; 80 (3): 565-582

• THE ARTICLE-I, SECTION-7 GAME  GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL  
Eskridge, W. N., FEREJOHN, J.  
1992; 80 (3): 523-564

• LINKING CONSTITUENCY OPINION AND SENATE VOTING SCORES - A HYBRID EXPLANATION  LEGISLATIVE STUDIES QUARTERLY  
SHAPIRO, C. R., Brady, D. W., Brody, R. A., FEREJOHN, J. A.  

• CONGRESSIONAL INFLUENCE ON BUREAUCRACY  JOURNAL OF LAW ECONOMICS & ORGANIZATION  
FEREJOHN, J., SHIPAN, C.  
1990; 6: 1-20

• BARGAINING IN LEGISLATURES  AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW  
BARON, D. P., FEREJOHN, J. A.  
1989; 83 (4): 1181-1206

• BARGAINING AND AGENDA FORMATION IN LEGISLATURES  AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW  
BARON, D. P., FEREJOHN, J.  
1987; 77 (2): 303-309

• THE BUDGET PROCESS AND THE SIZE OF THE BUDGET  AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
FEREJOHN, J., Krehbiel, K.  
1987; 31 (2): 296-320
• SOPHISTICATED VOTING AND AGENDA INDEPENDENCE IN THE DISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS SETTING AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
FEREJOHN, J., FIORINA, M., McKelvey, R. D.
1987; 31 (1): 169-193

• DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL CHOICE ETHICS
Coleman, J., FEREJOHN, J.
1986; 97 (1): 6-25

• INCUMBENT PERFORMANCE AND ELECTORAL CONTROL PUBLIC CHOICE
FEREJOHN, J.
1986; 50 (1-3): 5-25

• THE CONSTITUENCY SERVICE BASIS OF THE PERSONAL VOTE FOR UNITED-STATES REPRESENTATIVES AND BRITISH MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW
Cain, B. E., FEREJOHN, J. A., FIORINA, M. P.
1984; 78 (1): 110-125

• PRESIDENTIAL COATTAILS IN HISTORICAL-PERSPECTIVE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
FEREJOHN, J. A., CALVERT, R. L.
1984; 28 (1): 127-146

• LIMITING DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS STATE MARKOV VOTING MODELS SOCIAL CHOICE AND WELFARE
FEREJOHN, J. A., McKelvey, R. D., PACKEL, E. W.
1984; 1 (1): 45-67

• THE CONSTITUENCY COMPONENT - A COMPARISON OF SERVICE IN GREAT-BRITAIN AND THE UNITED-STATES COMPARATIVE POLITICAL STUDIES
Cain, B. E., FEREJOHN, J. A., FIORINA, M. P.
1983; 16 (1): 67-91

• COATTAI VOTING IN RECENT PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW
CALVERT, R. L., FEREJOHN, J. A.
1983; 77 (2): 407-419

• CONTINUOUS SOCIAL DECISION PROCEDURES MATHEMATICAL SOCIAL SCIENCES
FEREJOHN, J. A., PACKEL, E. W.
1983; 6 (1): 65-73